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The object of this study is to investigate the practical
applications of the principles developed by Dr. Sverre ietterssen
in Kinematical and Dynamical iroperties of the Field of Pressure,
with Application to veather Forecasting". In addition an en-
deavor will be made to demonstrate the use of this method in
studying the movements of Vest Indian Hurricanes as they approach
the United States.
"'Practical Rules for Prognosticating the Movement and De-
velopment of Pressure Centers*', by the saiae author, was used in
conjunction with the above reference in carrying out this inves-
tigation.
To carry out this plan wo have selected two separate weath-
er situations for analysis, namely 20-25 August 1932, and 13-19
SepteLiber, 19S3. These series were selected because they repre-
sent tv/o well developed vVest Indian Hurricanes approaching the
^::ast Coast of the United Gtates. The first of these series
presents an opportunity to study the behavior of a hurricane on
the continent; the second, that of one, which, while remaining
at sea, is close enough for its influence to be felt on the con-
tinent. In addition we have an opportunity to attempt to corre-
late their movements with those of the pressure systems over
the United estates.
The data entered on these maps were taken from the ori-
ginal barograph traces of the various stations. These traces
were kindly made available by the U. S. A'eather B\ireau. L,n-

tries were restricted to pressures and tendencies for the two
previous three ho\ir periods, in order to nake reproductions as
clear as ossible, ,:itries were made in the foilov/ing order,
pressure on top or in the station circle, next the pressure
change for the three hour period ending at observation, lastly
the pressure change for the three hour period preceding.
Fronts are drawn as heavy solid line a
,
isobars as
lighter solid lines , isallobars for the period ending at obser-
vation as dashed lines and isallobars for the preceding period
as dotted lines • Isallobaric Highs are marked ^ and + cor-
responding to dashed end dotted isallobars respectively. Sim-
ilarly, isallobaric Lows are marked F and (^) , Kunerical
calculations being based on pressures and changes of pressures,
this information is sufficient for the purposes of this work,
provided the regular surface maps have been analyzed by the
usual methods, which of course enables us to locate any fronts
which are present.
The authors taive this op ortunity of expressing their
appreciation for the assistance and advice given them by Dr.
H. C. r/illett, Lr. Gardner ii-ianions, and 2tlr. H. Olsson in the
original analysis.
Especial thanks are due Professors C. G. Rossby and
H. C. .iflllott of the lv:assachusetts Institute of Tech .ology for
their helpful advice in the preparation of this paper.
The opportunity of studying the applications of these
p.ethods under Dr. Bverre petterssen during the summer of 1935
was of invaluable assistance.

!!• SYNOPSIS OF 'Vm imTllOJ)
.
Uo attempt will be made to explain the derivations of
the forraulae used in this method, but it is believed that a col-
lection of formulae with essential notations and definitions
will be helpful to the reader
•
The following symbols are used throughout
t - time
f ~ tendency
<c^T- change in tendency with time
p z Pressure
^ - partial differentiation with respect to a fixed
system of coordinates
^- Partial differentiation with respect to a moving
system of coordinates.
C' velocit^j^; C^^ - velocity of a line {trough,
wedge
)
C^- velocity of a front
h - Distance between two neighboring unit isobars,
along a straight line.
/=} - Acceleration
S- Displacement
Points on the map used in computations are lettered for purposes
of identification and are not to be confused v/ith the above sym-
bols.
Definitions.
Ascendant - *here using the terra "Ascendant" of a property
we mean the increase of that property with respect to space.

The ascendant of any scalar field is a vector quantity, every-
where perpendicular to the iso lines of the property under con-
sideration. The term "Gradient" means the decrease in the
property with resp ct to space,
"Effective tendency" is the algebraic difference between
the observed tendency and the tendency due to the diurnal pres-
sure variation at that station for the same period.
"Tendency" is the variation of pressure with respect to time
only. It is reported as the net change in pressure in a time
interval of three hours. Thus when t: enters a formula, it is




"Deepening" is a decrease in pressure of any system,
"Filling-' is an increase in presstjre of any system.
'^Characteris tic line" is an identifiable line on the map, i.e.
isobar, trough, wedge, front, isallobar, etc. Thus the center
of a pressure system beoomss the intersection of two character-
istic lines and is known as a characteristic point.
Velocity formulae.
Is cbar. Ciz-Th where H is the perpendicular
distance between unit isobars.
^'
^ - i P.

Subscript 1 refers to the area In advance of the Front, 2 re-
fers to that area behind the front.
Center or Low, Center of High, ) >, ~T\.o - ~^-i,o
Trough or vjedgc ) ''.^'^^^o^^i^o
Tl,o ^^,o ^ ^ L^o-^r, o7 ^s an alternate formula
for aiplication when unit chosen is less than three degrees of
latitude. rhe advantage of using this formula is that IKe value








Inasmuch as all the above formulae are in terms either
of slopes or curvatures of certain lines, and as the method of
numerical differentiation is an attempt to approximate the slopes
or curvatures at certain points, we must take some means to make
this approximation as nearly exact as possible. To do this it
is necessary to know the pressure and tendency profiles in the

region where the computations are to be made. In practice it is
usually unnecessary actually to draw these profiles except in
extreme or borderline cases, as with practice one becoiaes able
to visualize that region over which the slope is fairly constant.
The first step in the choice of the length of our unit
is to draw the tendency profile in the following manner. Hav-
ing previously drawn in the smooth isobars and isallobars, we
choose an axis a3-ong ?/hich we wish to make our computations.
'Ve draw a set of rectangular axes on a piece of paper and draw
the profile as shown in the sketch* It will be noticed that the
abscissae are actual horizontal distances along our axis of com-
putation, while the ordinates represent tendencies to any con-
venient scale. A smooth curve is drawn thru the points so plotted.
This profile will show up inconsistencies in the drawing of the
isallobars as it should be smooth and continuous rather than
Jagged.
From Inspection of this profile we decide on the maximum
length of unit lossible. I'his is governed by the distance over
which the profile remains practically a straif^-ht line. The formu-
lae for velocity are based on the slox« of the tendency profile,
those for acceleration contain both the slope and the cxirvature.
iVe must choose our unit so that we make the closest approxiiTiation
to the true differentials. On the tendency profile sketch, the
points (a) ad (b) donate that portion of the curve where this
approximation maintains.
If we are making velocity computations only, we are con-










"Pro f ; ( t * t C « X t « T,
TewD^M^Y '^'•<>f*'^-

and ( v'^). Hence this length between (a) and (b) along the
X axis will represent the unit length, that is, the distance
from -i,o ) to (^,o )
.
Now, if we wish to make computation of acceleration,
we are concerned with the tendency profile froro (-/,©) to
( /,o ), so, our distance (a) to (b) is twice our unit length.
Care must be taken that units used for velocity and accelera-
tion formulae are reduced to a coniinon value for use in the dis-
placement formula* This obtains when different units are used
in the computations of acceleration and velocity.
It will be noticed in the tendency i>rofile sketch
that the curve does not necessarily cross the ordinate axis at
a tendency value of zero. The reason for this will be seen
in the discussion of deepening and filling.
After drawing the tendency profile we draw the pressure
profile in a similar nanner. The formulae contain only the
curvature of this profile. This forces us to remain within
the space bet\?een the two points of inflection. The distance,
then, between the points of inflection is twice the isaximuin
unit length permitted by the pressure profile. The final unit
chosen will be a canproiaise between that shovm to be advisable
by the tendency profile, and that from the pressure profile.
As the tendency carries much more weight than does the pres-
sure in the formulae, the unit should be chosen so as to give
the closest approximation to the tendency profile. Usually
the iressure profile shows a larger possible unit than the














on the tendency ])rofile.
It is seldom advisable to choose a unit length of less
than three degrees of latitude because when so doing, the points
chosen may be subject tc the following tendency errors:
1. L>inoe tendency values are taken for three hour
periods, tha passage of the trough liiay influence
these V£.lues because of the pressure variation
before and after its jassage.
2. Larger units tend to eliminate errors in tendency
reports and errors in tendencies due to local
conditions.
In cases where it is necessary to choose a small unit,
the effect of a 1q.tp;qt unit is obtained by using the alternate
forraula previously listed. Care must be exercised in using
this alternate forriula that the points (1, 0) and (-1, 0) are
so chosen as to lie within the distance (a) (b) on the sketch.
The foregoing reinarl s have been ir^de to apply to an X
axis. The same remarks are applicable to any other axis we may
choose, 'i'ho unit len£:ths should be selected independently by
the above methods, for each axis along which coisiputati ons are
to be made.
Drawing Isobars and Isallobars.
Inasiruch as this method of comj^utation is concerned
solely with r;rossure and tendency values, it is of vital impor-
tance that repr sentative values for our formulae are picked
off the chart. I:i order to do this we must draw the Isobars
and isallobars most carefully. Therefore we must draw smooth.
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carefully spaced isobars, eliminating irregularities due to er-
rors in reports but being careful to note and construct actual
Irregularities v/hich are made apparent by a consistency among
reporting stations. Change of slope of isobars at Fronts are
o^ course essential. Errors in reports may be due to any of
the following causes:
! ActuGl error of observation,
2« Error in reduction to standard level.
3. i^ri'or in coding and decoding,
4» ?.rror in transmission,
5. Deviation of report from actual observation due to
coarseness of reporting scale
•
In drawing isallobars we must remember that we are at-
tempting to draw iso-lines of instantaneous tendency values.
Since tendency reports represent a net change of pressure over
a period of three hours, the reported value does not necessarily
indicate this instantaneous tendency. The characteristic of
each stations must be considered in order to arrive at a deci-
sion as to the instantaneous value at that station, r'or instance,
toy actually indicntes an instantaneous rising: tendency of
foy. I«ow -aWV does not indicate an instantaneous falling ten-
dency, but actually a rising tendency at the time of observa-
tion. Also -^^VX indicates an instantaneous tendency of zero.
Consideration of the influences acting on the barograph
at a station which has experienced a frontal or center passage
within a reporting period, i.e., three hour period, v/ill also
sho?/ that the reported value is obviously not indicative of the

»z.
instantaneous value. Therefore, the tendencies at these stations
are disregarded. Likewise stations that have been subject to
variations in pressure due to local conditions such as thunder-
storrns during the reporting period are similarly disregarded.
vVtien the network of stations in a given area is dense,
drawing of isallobars is a relatively simple matter, but when we
are concerned with an area of sparse reports, with large differ-
ences in tendencies between reporting stations, the matter of
drawing isallobars becomes very difficult. However, the same
area and network with uniform tendency reports at the stations
would indicate that we could rely on the uniform tendency value
in that area. 6o, in the United States, we must consider each
case as distinct in determining the reliance v?e can place on
the isallobars we have drawn. lor this reason we are sometimes
unable to make computations in certain regions.
iVhen drawing isallobars in the vicinity of a Kront we
must remember that they are discoiitinuous at the Front, and that
tho tendency reported at any station along the path traversed
by the Front in the last three hours is not the true tendency.
Therefore we must draw our isallobars first from points well in
advance of the Front back to it and the from points well in the
rear of the front to the position which was occupied by the Front
three hours previously, and finally in a smooth continiotis curve
from these points, across the three hour frontal path to the rear
side of the present position of the Front. That is to say, the
the tendency reports in the whole area swept over by the jront in
the three hours previous to the reports are completely disregarded,
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both in drawing ihe isallobars and in evaluatinf; the formulae
•
Limitations of the rethod.
"fhile the formulae dev€Jloped and used in this method are
mathematically correct, their applications to the weather map are
useful only when used in conjunction with the broad consideration
of the general pressure distribution. That is to say, ordinary
judgment must be used in extrapolating velocities. :'or instance,
a rapidly moving Low Pressure system would not be extrapolated
into a large slowly moving High Pressure f rea. Likewise it must
be remembered that the results we obtain by use of the formulae
are only as correct as the approximations we make to the true
differentials, iharefore, an understanding of the derivation
and physical significance of these formulae is essential to
their intelligence use.
In applying this method, four general types of situations
arise wherein numerical computations are not practical. These
are:
1. Sparse network of reporting stations in the region
under consideration makes the drawing of isobars and
isallobars unreliable,
2. Regions of high altitude ^^ere large pressure reduc-
tions to the reference plane result in fictitious
isobars,
3. Regions where determination of instantaieous tendencies
are imj ossible,
4. Regions of very flat pressure, here the determination
of the curvature of the pressure profile is impractical
because of its sraell value.

'V
III Vl^LQCITY COB/PUTATIONS .
The computations of most practical daily use aro those
involving the velocities of Fronts, troughs, wedges, centers of
Lows and Centers of Ilighs. This discussion will be limited to
these types.
Yelocity of a Front.
Any point where en isobar intersects a front is most
convenient for computation of velocity. The axis along which
computation is laade should be chosen in the direction of motion
of the L'ront at that point, lor convenience, whenever possible,
we choose our axis along the straight portion of an isobar di-
rectly in front of, or directly behind the front. The axis
should lie along the isobar at least for a distance e ual to the
lenc^th of the axis intorcepted between neighboring isobars on
the other side of the front. As -^ along an isobar is zero,
one of the members of the denomination vanishes.
Formula for velocity being
^
we see that it is simply the difference in tendencies before and
behind the front, divided by the difference in pressure ascen-
dants before and behind the front. The use of differentials
Indicates that the values should be infinitely close to the
Front. To approximate this, we must use finite differences as
close to the Front as possible. We designate a basic pressure




isobars along the chosen axis. The number 10 represents ten
hundredths of an inch of mercury, being the pressure differ-
ence between unit isobars.
In cases where the angle between the isobar and the
Front is small, or where we do not have straight isobars along
which to draw an axis, we draw the axis in the direction of
motion of the Front at that point* This forces^ to evaluate
two pressure ascendants. One of the distances alonp this axis
between unit isobars is raade the basic h , the other distance
is measured in terras of this length.
Great cere imst be taken in determining the signs of
the pressure ascendants for use in the formula. The sign is
positives
1. GoiDg from low to high pressure along positive direc-
tion of €ixis.
2, Going from High to Low pressure along negative direc-
tion of axis.
The sign is negative:
1. Going from low to hi^ pressure along negative direc-
tion of axis.
2. Going from High to Low pressure along positive direc-
tion of axis.
To determine the displacement of a Front, it is advis-
able to compute the velocity of several points along the :^ront
and thereby, in plotting the displacements of these points,
determine the future curvature of the 3'ront.
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Velocity of Troughs and V/edges.
Trough lines and wedge lines are mathematically similar,
and reraarks made concerning one are applicable to the other.
The axis for computation is selected perpendicular to
the wedge line and tangent at the point of greatest curvature
of an isobar. The wedge line frequently is not a straight line.
The unit length is selected in accordance with the previous
discussion, and the points (i,o) ,(\to) etc. are laid off along
this axis with the point ip,o) being that point of intersec-
tion of the axis with the wedge line.
Values at the points are merely picked off the map and
inserted in the formula.
The Trough formula is not applicable to a trough con-
taining a Front.
Velocity of Pressure centers.
Remarks pertaining to a center of High Pressure apply
equally well to a center of Low Prt>&,.'ure. The center of the
system, being the characteristic point, is chosen as the (0,0)
point and through this we draw as axis of computation. For a
pressure center, we normally draw two sets of axes, perpendic-
ular to each othtT. rhese axes are usually drawn along the
lines of symmetry of the system* The units are chosen and ap-
plied as in the trough formula.
Displacements computed along these two axes are compo-
nents of the true displacement and are resolved in the usual
manner.
Rotation of the long axis of a pressure center is
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readily computed by determining the difference in displacements
of two points on this axis,
AS a coraparison of formulae, consider that of the veloci-
ty of sn isobar.
C- - - Th
This formula, while laathematically correct, should be ap-
plied cautiously for the following reason. The values chosen
from the weather map for insertion in this formula are chosen
at a single point on the siap. Any variation in pressure or ten-
dency at this particular point due to local influences will
give a result which differs froni the motion of the pressure field
taken as a whole* In the application of the various formulae
which have been developed in K. & D.P., the canputer should
bear in mind that the formula which utilizes the greatesT number
of points on the map will give the most reliable results, since
the effect of local variations at any one point will be mini-
mized. That is, use of a larger number of points in arriving
at a result will have the effect of lessening the error which
is caused by the values at one of the points being incorrect.
For this reason, the method of numerical differentia-
tion gives the most satisfactory results. Along a given X
axis, the numerical differentiation formula uses five points,
namely (1, 0); (i, 0); (0, 0);^(^1, 0). As mentioned before,
this has the effect of ironing out small inaccuracies. There-

I 6
fore we should expect to get the best results in calculating
the movements of the centers of High and Low and also wedge end
trough lines
•
On the other hand, the formula for the velocity of a
front
C- -
utilizes the tendency values picked at one point on the Front
end the pressure ascendants at that point. Thus, although
Ismoothed isobars and isallobars are used in picking off the
values at this point, any inaccuracy in arriving at the velues
for this one point is reflected directly in the result • Yet
this formula may be applied rapidly and mentally if the axis is
chosen along the isobar on one side of the Front. The chief
value, then, of this frontal formula for velocity lies in ap-
plying it at a number of points along the Front a/id arriving
at an extrapolated position of the Front by taking a mean of
the computed points. Q,uite frequently on weather naps, .^rontal
situations with weak pressure gradients or scanty pressure re-
ports, make the exact determination of the position and curva-
ture of an isobar impossible. In these cases, since the suc-
cess of the Frontal velocity formula depends on the accuracy






As computations of accelerations require the term <^'T"
and as this term can not be obtained from our present reports,
these computations are impossib3e on the daily weather map at
the present time.
Assuming we have the information with v;hich to evalu-
ate ^f
,
we may use the formula listed in Chapter II for
acceleration computations of x'ronts. Troughs, and Jenters,
(See i: . & I)»i.
,
page 38).
Inasmuch as the acceleration is multiplied by 1/2 the
square of the time in the displacement formula, it is most im-
portant that its value be determined accurately. Accurate
deteruiination of this value is raost difficult on account of
the involved nature of some of the members of the formula, and
also because of the approximations made in the derivation.
The term ^^T , fftiich is the rate of change of slope
of the barograph trace at a given station is usually the most
important member of the formula. Its accurate determination
depends on knowing the instantaneous value of the tendency at
a point at two different instants. Local variations in pres-
sure and coarseness of reporting scale are apt to influence
the most carefully drawn isallobars, hence are sources of
error in evaluating dT.
The second term of the formula contains the slope of
the tendency profile and the curvature of the tendency pro-
file which is the rate of change of sloi>e of the tendency
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profile. The fitting of units to approximate these slopes is
impossible in cases where the profiles are steep and the sys-
tem small. Also errors in approximating the slopes are magni-
fied in determining the rate of change of slope.
Ifor these reasons, as well as the tine required for com-
putation and wide variations in results due to personal judg-
ment, it is considered that acceleration computations on the
daily weather map are not practical.

Jl
Y. DIUBNAL VARIATIONS OF PRKSSURS
.
In order to determine the effect of changinr: pressure
systems on any station, it is necessary to consider the normal
diurnal variation of pressure at that station. That is to say,
we wish to separate the change in pressure due to these vary-
ing pressure systems from the effect of the semi-diurnal wane
of pressure , as the reported tendency is the resultant of these
two effects.
The following is an extract fron page 232 in Humphrey's
Physics of the Air: "There are two classes of well defined,
twenty-four hour pressure changes. One ohtsins at places of
considerable elevation and is marked by a barosetric maxinuiii
during the warmest hours and minimum during the coldest. The
other applies to low, especially sea level, stations and is the
reverse of the above. The maximum occurring durinf^ the coldest
hours and the minimum during the warmest,"
To obtain this information exactly we would need to con-
aider the normal daily variation of pressure at each station.
In practice we \ise maps on which are plotted the normal varia-
tion of pressure for the three hours preceding the 8 A.I^. and
8 P.i:. observations. These maps sho-.t this tendency over the
United states. These maps are divided into regions of equal
tendency values. They are made up for the average normal for
each month of the jr^ar. For periods other than those for which
the maps are drawn, we must resort to an application of the
information contained in the above quotation. To do this we
make use of a curve of diiirnal pressure variation at a station
which is representative of the area which we wish to consider,

NORMAL PRESSURE CHANGE
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in conjunction with the value taken from the normal map for
that area»
As an example of this we show an average daily baromet-
ric curve for Vashington, D, C, which has been taken from
Page 232 of Physics of the Air.
These "normal" values must be subtracted algebraical-
ly from the reported tendency to eliminate the effect of the
diurnal variation of pressure. The result is thvm the "effec-
tive" tendency as defined in Chapter II.
In computations, except for deepening and filling, the
effect of diurnal pressure change is eliminated since we are
concerned with differences between tendencies in a given area.
Thus, the tendencies considered are subject to the same diurnal






VI. PKgFi:NI!l& AJ D FILLI13G
It Is frequently desirable to know whether or not a
pressure system is changing in intensity, and the rate of this
change
•
The tendency reported by any fixed station is composed
of three effects; the change in pressure due to diurnal vari-
ation of pressure at the station, the change due to the move-
ment of a pressure system past the station, and the change
due to a change in intensity of the system. So we may write:
The tendency due to diurnal variation may be determined
by the methods described in Chapter V.
The tendency due to movement of isobars past the sta-
tion may be determined if we know the velocity of the system
of Isobars, the direction of its motion and the value of the
pressure ascendant of that portion of the pressure system which
moved over the station during the tendency time interval.
This value of the pressure ascendant is readily deter-
mined by the number, or fractiori of unit isobars which have
moved over the station during the tin^e interval by measurement
on the map. The velocity and direction of movement of the sys-
tem may be comTDuted by use of the appropriate velocity formula.
Knowing these quantities, the tendency due to movement is read-
ily determined. In practice, after having computed the velocity
of the center of the system, we lay off a distance equal to a
three hour displacement, in the direction of motion, which lo-
cates a point. The difference in pressure between the center
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and this point measures the tendency due to motion of the system.
These tvso tendencies (diurnal and movement) subtracted
algebraically from the observed tendency give the deepening ten-
dency, ihe sign will be plus for filling and minus for deepen-
ing.
In stationary systems, and those containing weak gra-
dients with slow motion, the tendency due to movement is negli-
gible; in rapidly moving systems, however, this member is the
greatest.
The instantaneous effective tendency at the center of a
system is the measure of the deepening or filling which is tak-
ing place at the center. Therefore, the tendency profile will
have a value on its ordinate, drawn thru the center of the sys-
tem, which is zero only when the center of the system is neither
deepening nor filling.
Tlie deepening or filling which is taking place within
any closed isobar is determined from the planimetric value of




As previously mentioned these two series were selected
because they are hurricane situations. They do not represent
ideal types which present unusually favorable opportunities
for computation. In fact, being sussser situations, they pres-
ent a less favorable condition than at other seasons of the
year when air mass distinctions are more marked.
The results obtained in the study of these two series
would indicate that the application of these methods is prac-
tical in the analysis of the daily weather map*
In general, it has been found that velocity coraputa-
tions give excellent results, which, when extrapolated for
twelve hour periods, give displaceisents which compare very
favor?5bly with actual displacements. Xixtrapolation for laitger
periods magnifies any error of ccwnputation and disregards any
change in conditions of that system or surrounding systems
which Eiay influence the computed instantaneous velocity.
Having computed the velocity of a system, in extrapo-
lating the movement, it is necessary to consider the effects
and movements of surrounding systems, therefore, while api)li-
cation of formulae is mechanical, judgment is necessary in
applying the results. One should expect, then, to get more
accurate results with experience.
In many cases, computations are not practical or not
desirable, but the methods and principles of this system may
be applied in a qualitative manner as we have attempted in
the study of these two series. This analytical method
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should augment the ordinary methods of analysis.
The development of the approximate formula for velocity
in the discussion of r.lap l\ is an example of applyin(r the prin-
ciples of the method and is an extension of its use. This il-
lustrates the adaptability of the formulae to special situa-
tions where reasonable assumptions can be made.
The rapidity end ease with which the Frontal velocity
formula can be applied make it especially adaptable for use on
thH daily weather map. No construction lines need be drawn
and computations can be made mentally. One is able to rapidly
determine the displacement of the Iront by merely multiplying
the differences in tendencies at the point of computation by
four tenths, multiplying the distance H by this number and
laying off this distance along the positive direction of the
straight portion of the isobar which v;as decided on as lying
along the axis of computation. The point thus obtained repre-
sents the 12 hour displacement.
For short time intervals, say 12 hours, the instantan-
eous velocity extrapolated agrees closely with the observed
displacement. With acceleration forces present, longer periods
of course have greater errors and acceleration must be taken
into account by one of three ways, namely:
1. CompaR^n of past displacements with displacement com-
puted from present i stantaneous velocity.
2. By consideration of the curvature of the tendency pro-
file in accordance with rulej 13 and 14 and the applications
of rules 15, 16, 18 and 19.
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3. By computation of acceleration using the best available
information.
In the latter case, the accuracy of the computation will
depend on the adequacy of reports, the judgment in drawing iso-
bars and isallobars and in interpolating between those drawn.
The first two ways must be considered as ualitative.
They really give us little more than the sign of the change tak-
ing place. This is, of course, an assistance.
Several computations of accelerations are included in
these series, in addition, a number of similar computations were
made which are not included. In attonpting to determine the
practicability of acceleration computations, the use of the six
hour airways reports was investigated in conjunction with the
daily weather map. These coi3q)utat ions were carried on for sev-
eral weeks, using the two A.M. airways reports as received at
the East Boston Airport and the 8 A.r. daily weather map. The
computations in this investigation proved highly unsatisfactory,
due primarily to the fact that the netv^ork of two A.M. reports
is inade uate and that of this network there are relatively few
which are in common with the Weather Bureau network.
The various computations of accelerations which have been
made indicate that the results are unreliable, and that their use,
even mth accurate infomation available, is impractical with the
present network of stations in the United states.
The calculation of deepening and filling may be made on
the daily weather map with food results. Consideration of the
diurnal variation in pressure is a factor which might very easily
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be overlooked* It is hoped that this paper emphasizes the im-
portance of this consideration*
Computations of occluding velocities demand that the
assumptions of isobarlc syinj^etry maintain. In instances where
such is not the case, qualitative information may bo obtained
by use of rules 33, 34 and 35.
The above remar^cs refer to conclusions drawn regarding
the utility?- of various computations on en ordinary daily map.
Specifically, these series show the application of
those methods in hurricane situations. As a result of this ap-
plication, it can be said that these hurricanes obeyed rules
one and two. That is, they irovad in the directions of their
isallobaric gradients. In consequence of their adherence to
this rulr, we can say that they definitely showed their direc-
tion of motion and changes of this direction. By observing the
isallobaric gradient through the use of continuous tendency re-
ports we were able to determine the directions of notion of
the Htirricanes, note t eir changes of courses by the movements
of these gradients and predict those points on the coast where
the hurricanes woixld first arrive.
In the first series we had a flat and stagnant general
presstire condition and the hurricane came Inland, in the second
series, with rapid movement of pressure systems from vest to
i.ast, the hurricane did not come inland. Inasmuch as there was
no particular activity along the Atlantic Coast in either case,
we must assume that the paths followed by the hurricanes were
the results of the general pressure movements. On the basis of
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these t?/o particular series, it appears th&t there is a definite
correlation between the path of the hurricane and the general
movement of the press\ire systems. lositive conclusion as to
tbis correlation can be inade only after the analysis of addition-
al hurricane situations^
Application of these methods to the pressure field of
the hurricane gave uniforml3r good results, with the exception
of acceleration computations. Therefore it can be said that a
hurricane behaves in a manner similar to any other low pressure
system as far as this method is concerned, at least, after it
reaches the latitude in vvhich we were able to work.
These conclusions are based solely on a consideration
of pressure distributions and it is realized that other factors,
such as temperatiire and specific humidity distributions play
an important role. Iherefore these remarks concern only one
phase of the entire problem.
In closing these remarks, it is believed that an in-
crease in the usefulness of these methods would be obtained if
the following were available on the daily map.
1. Tendency reports to the nearest hundredths, including
the ZBTO report.
2. The two co*js^coTi./-e tendency reports on each map. This
infornetion would be useful analytically, would increase the in-
forriation to be obtained from tendency characteristics and would




VIII. Pressure system over the United states
20-25 August 1933
•
There follows a detailed analysis, with rei)roductions of
the original maps.
Following the last map is a plot showing computed and
actual positions of the Hurricane.
The make up of the maps is described in Chapter I,
On certain maps an auxiliary axis has been drawn in order
to avoid congestion. This axis is merely a projection of the
axis of the hurricane, and shows the centers of isallobaric highs
and lows relative to the original axis.
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On inspecting the map of 0800, 20 August, we see that the
long axis of the Higii runs approximately from A to B as indicated,
and that the tendencies for the past 3 hours are between ^2 and
+ 4 along the axis, northeastward froia about the 29.90 isobar.
On inspection of the A. K. normal pressure change for this area,
we see that it is + 2. This would indicate a filling of the High
at a very slow rate, since the tendency along the wedge line, cor-
rected for diurnal range, is a direct measure of the deepening or
filling. This slight filling can be verified on the 0800, 21
August map, both maps, of course bein^; subject to the same diurnal
tendency values for the previous three hours.
In order to compute the rotation of the axis of a pressure
system, it is necessary to compute the velocity of two or more
points along the wedge and determine the angle of rotation by sub-
tracting one from the other, the difference being the tangential
velocity of a vector drawn from the center of the system. In
this case it can be seen at a glance that the tendencies run, in
general,perpendicular to -the wedge line. This means that the
numerator of the formula for velocity must be zero, since there is
no difference in tendencies between ( J,0) and (-J,0), the X axis
being drawn perpendicular to the wedge line. This means that the
velocity of the wedge is zero, all along, i.e., no translation and
no rotation. This seems to agree with the succeeding maps. It
will also be observed that the tendencies for the previous three
hours are roughly parallel and about .01 inch higher than those
for the preceding three hours. \/hen we consider that the diurnal
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range is fairly flat from 11 P.M., to 5 A.M., their rises .02
from 0500 to 0800, we conclude that the tendencies due to filling
are substantially equal for the two three hour periods. This
indicates that ^ T is zero along an X axis perpendicular to the
wedge, and by inspection of the acceleration foimula, it will be
seen that the numerator will come out to be zero again. This
means that accelerations as well as velocities of the wedge are
zero, so there is no reason to expect motion along an axis per-
pendicular to the wedge. Drawing this short axis from C to
D we find a very similar condition as regards filling, velocities
and accelerations. Our conclusion is that the High pressure
area will remain in about the same position T?ith little change in
intensity or change of form for at least the next 24 hours.
Let us now compute the velocity of the front which runs frcsn
Williston, North Dakota, through Vicksburg, Mississippi. Since
the isobar's gradient is very slight, for convenience, we will use
the trough formula as an approximation of the movement of this
front. Drawing as an X axis the line E F we lay off the unit
distances (0,0) , (1,0) (-1,0) etc., as indicated. Using the
formula C^
-, T^,^^^^ - T^_,^,^)
__
we get




^ -^ miit in thirae hours
/o
29.90 - 2(29.78) *- 29.84




The same procedure is carried out along axis G to H getting
C^ = 0.5 - (+3)
j; 2.5 - .14 unit in
T5~ " 3 hours
29.98-2(29.80) -^ 29.80
ACCELERATIONS.
Along axis E F
Using formula for approximate acceleration








1^0.5- C*i)] (20) - 2(-2) 1^0.5-0 ^2} -10 ^ 10
(400) 400
Note that those terms within curved brackets can be taken from the
velocity computation.
Along Axis G, H,





- _ 8 :^ - 1
tl8)^ 40




S - C^ t . -^ /^ t
Along line E F, since A = 0» we get 5= ^ x 8 - 8 unit
SO
(8 ^ nuinber of 3 hour tii!» periods In 24 hours).
Comparing this computed movement with that actually observed in 24
hours we get close a^eement.
Along line G H, in 24 hours
S - .14 X 8 +(§)(• 1 ) (s) 3 1.12 - 64 -:^ 1.12-.8 - .32
¥0 W unit
Comparing this with the observed displacement we see that the com-
puted displacement is somewhat less than actually took place. The
acceleration, however is in the correct direction. It will be
seen from the above examples of accelerations that the ^t teins
are most important in the formula. It may also be observed that
these values are the most difficult to determine because of the
irregular character of the isallobars. It is for these reasons
that computation of accelerations is not particularly practicable














Considering the front from Salt Lake City around Yellowstone,
we observe an area of generally negative tendencies to the south-
east of the front and a similar risin^^ area on the other side of
the front • In the Rocky Mountain region where atmospheric pres-
sures are corrected to sea level pressure for entry, we should re-
member that these pressures are fictitious and do not represent
the actual pressure system on the surface. Therefore, if we try
to make ccanputations of velocities in this region, those pressures
we pick froia the map will give erroneous results because of their
fictitious character. It will be noted that temperature plays an
important role in the reduction to sea level pressures, so that
the isobars we draw in on the surface map over this region are the
resultant of pressure and temperature changes, rather than pure
pressure changes. Therefore, these isobars are not applicable to
our formulae which are derived from considerations of pressure
only. But, although reduced pressures are fictitious, pressure
tendencies are real, just as they are for sea level stations, so
we can consider these tendencies and draw general conclusions,
even thouf^h we are unable to make computations.
This isallobaric gradient which we have observed will have
the effect of giving a large value of velocity in the velocity
formula, so^ in general, we should expect a rather rapid movement
of this front to the southeastivard. This will be accompanied by
a slight increase in the High pressuxe area centered about Tatoosh
Island because in the wedge we observe + 3 and + 4 tendencies.
These two observations are in agre^nent, as we would expect the
High to fill in over Northwestern United states, while at the sas*
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time the frontal surface advances before it.
In general, this map has changed little from the preceding
map; the entire U. S. area is characterized by practically sta-
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The most significant feature of the map of 20 August, 2000,
is the fact that the zero isallobar for the past three hours lies
in approximately that position indicated as zero noiiaal pressuire
chan^ in the diurnal pressure change chart. This indicates, of
course, a steady condition for a stationary system, the pressure
system neither fillinj^ nor deepening, and it will be noticed that
the long axis of the High lies along the sane gjeneral line»
The front in the Rocky Mountain region continues to exper-
ience a rapid fall in tendencies in advance of and rise behind it
and we can see that its motion is correspondingly rapid.
The approachin/; hurricane is first observed on the map at
this point. Assuming its course as unknown, and noting that the
tendencies over the High pressure area are very slight and indi-
cate a zero change, if we consider the diurnal range, there can be
no resistance to the movement of the pressure system surrounding
the hurricane due to a building up of pressure anywhere in the
Southeastern United States. Tendencies in Southern Florida have
the normal value for 8 P.M., but the tendencies along the Carolinas
are recorded as zero and plus one whereas for this region the nor-
mal change is plus 2, we therefore have a falling pressure; this is
accentuated in the area surrounding Norfolk. This station ob-
serves a minus two which indicates an actual minus four. On the
continent we might expect the area of least resistance '.o be along
the North Carolina Coast, because of the foregoing reasons and the
fact that there is a concentrated rise in the isallobaric system
along the northern Atlantic Coast. As observed before, tJoutlTc-*^
Florida is maintainim-!; its pressure level and this area along the
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Carol inas is the weak area In the Atlantic pressure sj'sten. Had
there been risin:: tendencies all along the Atlantic Coast, we
sho Id have expected that the hurricane would have met resistance
which would have prevented its coialng inland, I3ut we observe
this weak area and with the lack of observations over the sea
re{?:ion, we might expect the approach of the hurricane towards the
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This map shows continued falling tendencies along the East
Coast, indicative of the approach of a low pressure system.
Bearing in mind the diurnal range, at 0£00, these tendencies ob-
served are about the corrected tendencies. The entire East Coast
is subject to minus tendencies, with a marked center for the falls
for the two tendency periods about Norfolk, Vir^'^inia. Due to
lack of observing stations in the ocean area, computations can not
be made, but these falling tendencies would indicate a movement of
the old front lying along the coast in a westward direction. This
movement of the front towards the area of falling tendencies was
actually observed on the regular map frcara hydrometej^s and ship re-
ports, and lay in position indicated in later maps. Note that
the concentrated area of risin^g tendencies along the Northern At-
lantic Coast, remarked on in the preceding map, has resulted in an
elongation of the High pressure system and a corresponding dis-
placement of the old front along the Atlantic Coast to the eastward.
The general situation over the continent is unchanged, the
stagnant High filling very slo??ly as before, with no indication of
movement by consideration of tendencies. The western fronts con-
tinue as before.
The Hurricane continues to move in a general westerly direc-
tion, parallel to the isobars and the only indication on the map
of its approach to the continent is the condition for retreat of

























Hhe Atlantic Coast front, in its southern section has moved
westw€ird to the Carolina Coast and it appears from the regular
surface map that the air mass differences are beccaaing very in-
distinct. The northern portion of the same front continues its
motion in a southeasterly direction. It appears that this front
is now tendinf^ to take up an East Vest position, that is, it is
rotating with the pivot point about where the front crosses the
70° longitude line. This motion is in agreement with the gener-
al effectively falling tendencies along the central Atlantic sea-
board.
We will apply the term "effective tendency to the tendency
which is obtained from the observed tendency after it has been
corrected for the diurnal tendency for the same three-hour period
as taken from the Normal Pressure Change maps or normal diurnal
curve.
It is important to notice that the effective tendencies
along tJie Carolinas continue to be slightly negative. The plus
02 dashed isallobar becomes effectively minus one, while the minus
01, dotted isallobar, represents the effective tendency for its 3
hour period (see normal diurnal curve). These two minus 01 is-
allobars run roughly coincident. This means that over this region
we have had a steady rate of fall of .01 inch every three hours.
This represents a steady conditicai, that is, no accelerations have
taken place, therefore we should expect this rate to continue for
some time. In twenty-four hours, eight tendency periods, we would

y?
get a deepenJ^in^ of 8 x .01 :: .08 inch. Comparing pressures at
Jacksonville, Charleston, Savannah, and Wilmington at 0800 on 21
and 22 August, we see that the pressures observed 24 hours later
are in close agreement with this rate. This is an example of
the usefulness of double tendency reports even where the accelera-
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The dashed minus 03 tendencies located in the center of the
stationary high give an effective zero pressure change. Within
a closed isobar, the expansion or contraction of the closed curve
(i.e., deepen^ing or filling) is measured by the planinetric
value of the enclosed tendencies. In computinc this value we
know that the deepening is a function of the product of the ten-
dencies and their area, divided by the entire area.
Roughly, as an example, say that the plus 04 area is only
1/6 that of the area within the
curve. llie value then is
2x5 + 4x1 14_Q„
S ^ ^ - 2.3
On this map we do not have all the inforiaation within the isobar,
nor the complete curve, but we can see by the shape of the minus
03 isallobar that the general value within the isobar may be
approximated as bet?/een minus 02 and minus 03. This gives an
effective tendency of about zero.
Therefore we should expect the 0.30 isobar to remain sta-
tionary.
The wedge line shows an effective zero tendency and the High
pressure system continues to remain stationary and unchanged.
The effective tendencies along the Carolinas continue to be
minus 01.
/















Vlhen we consider this map the most noticeable feature is the
general area of falling tendencies east of the Middle States*
Front, We see that the Appalachian region alone does not report
actual falllnf^ tendencies* These are rather uniformly plus 01.
No?/ if we compare this map with the Normal Pressure Change Map far
that period we see that o\ir isallobars arran^^e themselves very well
in the same general distribution as shown thereon; however, we
note that when we correct our reported tendencies for the normal
chan^^e, we find that we have an effective fall of 02 in the entire
area east of the Appalachians, and extending up to the St. Lawrence
River. This minus 02 area indicates additional falling tenden-
cies compered to our previous minus 01 along the Atlantic Coast.
It is to be noticed that the isallobars are arranging themselves
parallel to the Atlantic Coast. This means that the falling ten-
dencies are general with no particular area of rising tendencies
ifoich mi^ht act as a resistance to the motion of the hurricane, but
there is, as yet, no point of particular weakening in the isallo-
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This map shows continued minus 02 tendencies along the Atlan-
tic seaboard with possibly greater falls at Hatteras and Raleigh
and over Maryland, New Jersey and southeastern Pennsylvania. The
large High centered over the St. Lawrence valley continues to
change little in either shape or intensity; tendency values along















I!he plus 01 dashed isallobar includes the Eastern seaboard
as far west as the Appalachians, and as far north as Block Island.
This indicates an effective minus 02 tendency over this region and
in addition we observe zero tendency reported at Charleston, v.-il-
xttlngton and Hatteras which indicates an effective minus 03, The
dotted minus 03 isallobar, which is the effective tendency for the
period, includes the same area as that of the dashed effective
minus 03 isallobar. It will now be seen that for nine hours the
effective tendency has been minus 03 over this area. Therefore
it can be said that this area constitutes the region of greatest
weakness alon^ the Atlantic Coast.
From the beginnin^^ of the series we have seen that falling
tendencies were prevalent over Eastern United States and especial-
ly along the Atlantic Coast. We have now found a definite point
of weakness alon,^ the coast. It is reasonable to expect that the
approachinr; hurricane will not be repulsed by the stagnant slight-
ly falling pressure system over the continent and if it comes in-
land, will do so at the point of greatest pressure fall. In
other words, if the hurricane behaves in the manner of any other
low pressure system, we would predict its motion to be towards
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We come to the 1400 map. The three hour (dashed) is-
allobars indicate the pressure changes fron 11 A»U» to 2 P.M.
This is the period of maximuin fall during the day at these
coastal stations, and the magnitude is approxir^tely minus 03.
See the curve of diurnal range. Dashed minus 03 lines are
therefore lines of effective zero tendencies. The South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida coast shows an effective zero, but
when we consider the coast to the northward we again see the
effective minus 03 area, which has persisted in the same region
for each tendency period for the past twelve hours and in addi-
tion we see that Hat teras now reports an effective minus 06.
This decided increase in the rate of fell following the steady
rate of fall for the previous periods would seem to indicate
an accelerated transport of lower and lower isobars across
that station. If we assume circular isobars in the approach-
low pressure system, we would expect its motion to agree with
Rule Ko. 1, namely, ^circular centers of lows move along the
isallobaric gradient." Hence we can say that since the trans-
port of isobars across Hatteras is greater than at any other
station, and since Hatteras lies within the area of greatest
falling tendencies along the coast, we are justified in expect-
ing at this time that the low pressure center will pass in the
vicinity of Hatteras. At the same time we notice that over the
Great Lakes region^ the stagnant high has at least^ an efrectivo
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minus 02 value along the wedge. If we take the normal tendency
for this area i'or this period as between minus 02 and minus 03,
we see that the effective tendency is at least minus 02, If
this rate continues for another twenty-four hours, or eight ten-
dency periods, these stations should show a decrease in pressure
of at least sixteen hundredths. Going to the 1400 map of 23
August we see that the actual decrease in this area was between
17 and 20 hundredths* This is an increase in the rate of weak-
ening or breaking down of the High Pressure system* f>ince be-
fore this time it has offered no resistance to the approach of
a low pressure system and now its rate of deepening has increased,
the entire system being flat, it follows that the motion of the
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First to be noticed on this map is an effective minus
18 at Hatteras. h low pressiire system is now definitely seen
moving on to the Coastal stations in this area. Let us now
consider the behavior of the pressure at the individual sta-
tions in the vicinity of Cape Hatteras. From our previous
chart Wilmington has recorded an effective minus 03, on this
map we see that between 1400 and 1700 Wilmington had an effec-
tive minus 05, and for the period 1700-2000 an effective minus
08. Charleston at 1400 on Map K the effective tendency was
zero, from 1400 to 1700 it was minus 05 and from 1700 to 2000
it was minus 05. At Norfolk at 1400 we observed an effective
minus 01, fron 1400 to 1700 an effective minus 05 and from
1700 to 2000 an effective minus 08. Richmond at 1400 was ef-
fectively minus 01, 1400-1700 minus 04, 1700 to 2000 minus 05.
Tabulating:
1400 1700 2000
increase in rate of fall.
rate of fall has steadied.
Wilmington -05' -06 -06
Charleston -05 -05
Norfolk -01 -05 -08
Richmond -01 -04 -05
Raleigh -03 -04 00
increase in rate of fall.
\ a-lnoD t
r4;cQdiod .
Rate of fall has o
t
Stopped falling.
From a consideration of these values and the isallo-
baric system shown on the map, it is evident that the Hurricane
must move in a general northwesterly direction. This because
the pressures on the coast to the south of the Hurricane have
effectively stopped falling and the low pressure system must
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move along the isallobaric gradient. The fact that along
the coast to the north of the Hurricane effective tendencies


























Here we observe the approach of the Iliirricane in the
same northwesterly direction, following the isallobaric gra-
dient. On this map we can see more decidedly that this gra-
dient is in the I.-orthwesterl3'' irection with tvorfolk and Cape
Henry showing effective ninus 24 tendencies compared to ^Wil-
mington which has only a minus 10. In addition Richmond
shows an effective minus 12. Hatteras, !!orfolk and Richmond
are in a line showing the greatest pressure falls and accord-
ingly we now expect the center to follow this line. On this
map, for the first time in the series, we can definitely pre-
dict the direction of motion of the hurricane, now let us
see if we can get some rough estimate of its velocity. We
have no data over the sea, but frc«n the curvature of the iso-
bars we can see that Hatteras is nearest the center of the sys-
tem. In order to arrive at this estimate from the data avail-
able, we will make the following assumptions:
1. steady velocity.
2. Syiametry of isobars.
3. SjriBmetry of isallobcu^s.
In n£M.ng these assumptions we realise that the accuracy of the
result depends on how closely real conditions approximate
those assumed. In a circular pressure system the assumptions
of sym-Tietry are logical and our results will only be extrapo-




By Inspection of the pressure system we see that the
tendency and pressure profiles show a fairly constant slope
along the line AB from Hatteras to the 29.80 isobar. Hence
we will select this distance as our unit = CD. In all compu-
tations, positive directions are taken in the sense of the
usual VI coordinates, unless specifically stated otherwise.
Knowing t at Hatteras is nearest the center of the
system and having no better information available, we will
take the pressure recorded at Hatteras as that of the center
of the system.




we will rearrange the terms in accordance with assumptions 2
and 3, getting
I o
' > o O, o
since
from the assumptions.
Filling in the formula we get C ^- ^
or
^ ^ -r JL (jMi't
for a 12 hOTJo: displacement we get 4 x 1/4 z 1 unit.
This puts the center of the Hurricane just south of Washington,
at Point D on 23 August at 1400. Actually we observe on the
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map of 1400 23 August that Richmond reports the lowest pres-
sui'Q. since the center of the low had not yet reached reached
Hatteras when we made o\ir calculations, we would expect the cen-
ter to lie somevjhere behind the point of calculation and find-
ing it at Hichmond instead of at Point D is in accordance with
our expectations • Our rough estimate has proved satisfactory.
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Drawing the axis AB along the isallobarlc gradient we
will make another approxlraation of the velocity^ We note the
difference in direction between this direction of gradient and
that of the preceding map. In this case, however, we have well
developed isallobaric systems. On the preceding map we ?7ere
making otir best approxiioatiun. In order to make a computation
to determine whether this line A3 is rotating or not, we draw
the perpendicular line jSF. It is irapcrtant to know whether or
not the line AB is rotating, because if these is a real and
rapid rotation to the right, the Hurricane will change course
to the right and pass out to sea again. Using DE as a unit we




Tw, o - - ^
This gives a value of zero for the numerator and our velocity
of the Point D towards ^ is zero.
If we have the velocity of D towards S it is seen
that the angular velocity of AB about C can be readily deter-
mined. Therefore the line AB is not rotating at this time ac-
cording to this approximation.
Now we will compute the velocity of the Hurricane
along the line of isallobaric gradient AB« Filling in the
formula of approximation as in the preceding map we get, for a
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For 12 hours v/e get a displacement of 4x.29 = 1.16 unit.
We have taken Norfolk as the center, actually since pressures
are still rallin{?; at that station, we would expect the com-
puted center to lie the same distance behind the computed
point as the actual center now lies behind Norfolk. The com-
puted point for 12 hour displacement lies just north of Balti-
more, this agrees well with the observed position 12 hours
later on Liap p. It will be remerii)ered that these calculations
are still approxlnate since the pressure system has not cone
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By this chart the center of low pressure is definite-
ly on the continent so we can form a fairly accTirate idea of
the pressure distribution around it» j'irst we draw our ex-
pected axis of movement in the direction of the isallobaric
gradient, from the isallobaric high to the isallobaric low*
This is the line AB« Now we draw the pressure profile along
this axis. From this profile we detenaine the pressure at the
center to be about 28«88". Having the pressures and tenden-
cies on both sides of the center along this axis we use the
formula
:
to compute the instantaneous velocity, using CD as our unit.
Substituting we get:
C, =
- 2-0 - 6nj; _ - ^^ ^ 0.7,-7 cy>i< tr
asstiming this instantaneous velocity to be maintained for 12
hours we get 4 x 0,27 = 1.08 unit movement in the 12 hours.
This movement places the center very close to Belle-
fonte. This agrees reasonably well with the actual movement
computing the acceleration along the line AB we use
as our unit the length CX, more nearly to approximate the
true slope of the tending profile.
Our formula is:
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This gives us, for the unit length GD,
computing 84 hours displacement.
T.
This result gives entirely too great a retardation, as can be
seen from the map 24 hours hence, (see discussion of accelera-
tions in part I.
)
Deepening and Filling.
From Chapter VI of K & DP we take the formula
This may be expressed also as, (gradient - -ascendant,^
'^^
- r. - "T^
where
"Q = Tendency due to deepening (or filling). Plus signs
indicate filling; minus signs
deepening.
r -
^ - Tendency observed.
T^ = Tendency due to laotion.
Having computed C and knowing the pressure gradient from the iso-
bars drawn on the map, we can enter the tendency values in the
above formula and compute the tendency which is due to deepen-
ing (or filling) of the system. Knowing r,^ we can directly com-

7^
pute the value of the point of lowest pressure on the follow-
ing map by merely applying the Product of Ta. and the number
of Tendency periods to the lowest pressure observed on the pres-
ent map. This assumes a constant rate of filling or deepening.
The acceleration or retardation of this rate can be obtained
qualitatively by reference to rules 36 and 38, namely,
"A cyclone center increases in strength when the tendency pro-
files are curved cyclo)|ically and decreases in strength when the
tendency proj iles are curved anticyclonically" and ''The increase
or decrease in strength iB ecual to the magnitude of the curva-
ture of the pressure profiles,"
We must apply the correction for fiurnal range to the
tendency observed in our computations. Taking the formula
we solve, getting Tq = (-15 Tendency observed at the center) -
(-3 correction for diurnal range).
Knowing C we lay off the displacement for one tendency
period along the line of motion (AB) with a pair of dividers
from G, the center of the system, and observe that in this in-
terval we cross a total of isobars equal to .25 inch of mercury.
The point G has then been subject to a dropping tendency of
S5 in the past three hours. This then is Tj^, the tendency to
li^ich the point C has been subject during the period, due to




Therefore the center at 2000 on 23 August should be 28.88
(Pressure now) plus 2 x 13 := 29.14
Computed at 2000 = 29.14
Actual lowest press reported = 29.10
Deepest point in pressure trough (see profile) = 29.05
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Drawing the axis AB along the isallobaric gradient,
we see that it lies in tht^ same direction as it did on the
previous map, showing no rotation^ On inspecting the isallo-
baric distribution we see that it is now not quite symmetri-
cal with respect to this line, which would lead us to suspect
that there is going to be a rotation set up.
While the low had circular isobars, the line AB rep-
resented the isallobaric gradient and characteristic line,
since a characteristic line can be drawn in any direction
through concentric circles, Kow we see that the isobars are
becoming elongated and in this case, the line AB represents
both the long axis (characteristic line) and the lino of is-
allobaric gradient • Computation of the rotation of this line,
will, of course, give us a measure of the rotation of the long
axis of the system.
Drawing line EF and using DG as a unit we fill in
the formula





12 hours gives 4/16 'dnit = 1/4 unit. Laying this off along
DS we get the point H. Tv^elve hours later ottr loa^ axis
should lie along a line parallel to the line joining C and il.





















































































In twelve hours we get 4x«258 = 1«03 unit. Ve can not
compute the velocity of C porpendicular to \B because of ocean
area to eastward, but by inspection we can see that the isall-
obars run throuf'h the center perpendicular to ab, this means
that there is no isallobaric {gradient from .Vest to iiast, there-
fore the point G will have no motion later lal to AB.
Knowing that the center will move according to rule II
**The velocity of a t ressure center falls between the isallo-
baric gradient and the longest axis, eand the nearer the long-
est axis the more elliptical the center is." Here we have coin-
cidence between the line '*^f gradient and longest axis. There-
fore we would expect the pressure system to become more and
more elongated; and, since the long axis is rotating to the
right, that the pressure center will follow a path curving in
such a way as to follow the direction of rotation of the long
axis. Layin/^ off our distance of 1.03 unit along CS and draw-
ing a perpendicular from this point to the line CR, we get the
point R, which is the predicted position of the center as a
resultant of the two motions.
This does net ta>e .-^-celeration into account, but it
will be noticed that twelve hour periods are short enoue;b tine
intervals that small accelerations do not have an appreciable
effect.
Tis^ above computation shows again the vialue of con-
structing the pressure profile along the axis chosen. After
drawing the two sides of the profile thru the values picked
off the chart, we simply dravt a smooth continuous curve to

^/
connect the two points of lowest pressure. The lowest point of
the profile then becomes our best estimate of the pressure at
the center. This value of 29.05 was the) one used in the corapu-
taxion. It can be readily seen that had we assumed the lowest
reported pressure as that at the center we should hare obtained
an appreciably different result.
iVe will now turn our attention to the acceleration of
the system, choosing as our whole unit the distance used as 1/2
unit for computing velocity. This is in order to approximate
the slope of the tendency profile over the range of our differ-
entiation^
dBlaccelerGtion formula now becomes
Hi.-- ~
(C,o - i Poo +^.,0)'
we get:
computing our displacement for 24 hours we get:
5 =. c^ ^-i /? t'
^ ^ z (-
- 2. oS
S ' - o t ccMc C ^ Z *f ^,
This computation predicts that the center of the system





tion of the later chart shows that it is decidedly in error.
The computation of the instantaneous velocity gave us a relia-
ble prediction for 12 hours, but the application of the erro-
neous acceleration term had led to an absurd result by 24
hours. Let us refer again to the previous discussion of ac-
celeratioa^^ .,% '^''
To compute deepening or filling, we set
_5_Z - - < - C-fO -i-'n
%F
-_ X< - -^ ^
Mn six hours wa get 2. ^ (\ ^) -- * 'o
from pressure pro^il^ lowest pressure - 2. ?. © >
filling in 6 hours - - ' o
Value of lowest pressure at 0200 ^ z.*?. /^r
Actually lowest reported ^ -^7. /6
or twelve hours #e get 2,1.0 s
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The long axis AB has rotated to the right, but we no-
tice a more symmetrical distribution of isallabars about this
axis. This would lead us to believe that the rotation would
not continue. Calculating velocity of point D towards u, us-
ing DG as a unit
C - - 1 I- ' " ^'
^'^'^ 1 = l-^"^ -- ,01. UAI.t P€r 3 ArA.
This shows a continued rotation of the long axis to the right
but at an almost negligible rate.
Calculating velocity along AB, getting /^o, « - 2 ^. /t from the
pressure profile curve, using GS as a unit, W9 get
12 hour displacement = 4 x .295 = 1.18 unit.
Calculating the velocity along JK. we get, usin CL as a unit
^ l_ ~
—
__- a yy tZ
.
This value is insignificant, being beyond the limits of accu-
racy of the methods.
Then we can say that the motion will be all along
the line AB accoiapanied by a slight rotation of the long axis
to the right, which would be expected to swing the center slow-
ly towards the ripht. ihis results in a slightly greated dis-
placement than \7as observed, but with an accuracy close enough
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Usin(^ unit length CS for computations along AB, note
from profile of the tendencies how the unit chosen approximates
the slope of the profile as it passes the center. Had \?e chosen
a larf^er unit the approximate slope would have "oeen entirely er-
roneous because at point 3 the slope of the tendency profile
changes
•
repeating the process along axis .F, using C^as a unit we get
c jf-
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Resolving the two velocities along their computed axes and apply-
ing the displacement for 12 hours thus:
^t -^





y A .ovs' r .fi u^:^, .\,
.X h^ar^ i^i^'t ^cCr)
Plotting on the chart we get point H ae the conputcd
point,
W'e show here the acceleration as computed ty two differ-














































sVe use the formula:
(3-))"
This shows a slight positive acceleration.
H. -- (37)-
(i-))" unit per tendency period
which shows a decided retardation.
It will be noticed tiiat actually the differences in
the values selected are very small and yet the results do not
^ even agree in sign. The magnitudes of the results are likewise
small, but when we consider that the acceleration enters into
our displacement calculation with the snuare of the time in-
terval, we realize the effect it has on a longer period.
Deepening or "illing
^d ^ T - T
vV'e get a computed deepening of -01 every three hours. This
would ^rive C^- «-•' =
-.oi-U^7. jo = 2- T. i C pressure mini-
mum at 1400 on ^4 August. Actually the lowest pressure on the
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By tlxe time w© reach this aiap our pressure system is
reachi^ig an area where we he^e fewer observations. Cojiseouent-
ly we shall soon be unable to make many computations. Already
the uncertainty of the isallobaric distribution in the r^orth
mf*.kes it necessary to choose rather a short unit length in that
direction.
we drew our axes, AB and SlF, along the long and short
axes of our system. ,'e chose a unit of length OS to the north
and OG to the i;ast. We will now compute the velocity of the
center along these two directions.
^^
Taking the :::;f axis first with our unit CG:
c'j.Co -2.Ct-"».Iv) ^-^^.C/-
/^,
Now tailing the AB axis with CS unit length:
^ 1
«^
.7 unit in 12 hours in the A direction.
laying off these lengths in the proper directions and taking
the resultant we get the point II as our predicted position of
the center at 0200 E5 August. This agrees closely with the
observed location of the center.

















































Hence we conclude the center is filling at the rate of
•04 every 3 hours or .16 in 12 hours, his gives a predicted
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Drawing AB aloni^ the isallobaric gradient we will use
the approximate method for computing velocity, since there is
a lack of reports in the forward portion of the low pressure
system. By inspection we can see that the isallobars run in
general jerpendicular to the line AB through the center. This
means that ^,^o~^-t.a will come out to be zero and therefore
along a line perpe djcular to AB the velocity will be zero.
v;oniputing the velocity along AB we take the approximate formula
" I- K. ' <» X -- ^ z
^ ow<C p«.-«- iK^i
In twelve hours we get 4x6 24 or about one unit of
length CS'.
This puts the center at 0800 on 25 August at point 3
which conpares favorfibly with the map for that date.
Computing the deepening bj V.B'^ ot this approximate ve-
locity we get
pressure computed.
Lowest ' ressure rei)orted at 0800 25 August is 29,48 inches of '
mercury.
I'here are included in this series the maps for the
succeed! g 24 hours. These may be required by the reader for
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The followliLj two charts depict the twelve hour positions
of the center of the hurricane, and these positions are connected
with a dotted line which represents the actual path traversed by
the disturbance. The thin soled lines represent the coiiputed
displacements of the center. Corresponding numbers are assigned
the con.puted and actual positions for the sane instant, for in-
stance, nuniber 2 computed position is that calculated position of
the center which actually arrived at nuniber 2 on the dotted line.
It may be remarked that the exact position of the center
is subject to the drawing of isobars and that the results indi-
cated are considered within the limits of accuracy expected. It
will be seen that in each instance the predicted location of the















IX, Weather Situation over the United states
13-lf September 1933.
There follows a detailed analysis, with reproductions of
the oriprinal maps,
B'ollcwing the last map is a plot, showing the path of the





This series oj^ens with e map which apparently repre-
sents an inactive pressure situetiori over the United states.
At first glance, the question which naturally arises in consid-
ering Map 1 is that of the future behavior of the low pressure
area cent^^red over Missouri . We observe the reported tenden-
cies at the top of the warm sector are plus 04, as the normal
pressure change of this area during this time is between plus
02 and plus 03, we should take this as indication that the
trough is slowly filling. This is borne out by both the rules
for deepening and filling? cl trough lines, and warm sector cy-
clones. See rules 25 and 32,
This indicates that the aforementioned LOW will fi"«l
and disappear and t nat it will not become a predominating factor
in the future pressure distribution. This process of filling
can be verified on later maps.
Turning our attention to the High Centered North of
the Great Lakes region, we notice that the wedge line curves
roughly around tho front in such a way that we have a wedge in
advance and in the rear of the warm sector. Inspection of the
effective tendencies along the wedge lines show that the system
is filling.
This filling presents resistance to the passage of
the Front into the High Pressure area.
Inspecting: the isallobaric distribution at the front,
at the top of the warm sector, we would expect a small movement
i
/ Oi)
along the warm sector isobars in a North Easterly direction,
since wo note that there are larger tendencies to the south at
the i''ront than there are at the North. This is an example of
the practical application of the principles of these methods
without resorting to computation. Jithout going into comx>uta-
tions at this point, we must expect the general pressure dis-
tribution to behave thus: Thm High over the Great Lakes will
slowly fill, the Front will progress slowly in a Morth 'Eastward
direction and the Low centered over Tjissouri will gradually
disappear. This means that the trough will be become less in-
tense.
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This map shows Xittle change in the general situa-
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MAP 3
On this map the effective tendencies Bt the Froat over
Indiana and Ohio are approximately equal on both sides, hence
we //ould exi)©ct very little movement of the Front in this re-
gion, I'Orthwest of the Front, over r issouri , we notice larger
tendencies than hq see southeast of the Front in the same re-
gion, hence we ?iould expect motion in a 3outh .asterly direc-
tion of this portion of the jront*
Both the dashed and dotted isallobars show extensive
areas of effectively falling, tendencies over l.iOntana and Idaho,
indicating the rapid api roach of the Front from the Pacific
Ocean.
Turning our attention to the south Eastern section of
United States, the coastal stations of Georgia and Florida re-
port zero tendencies. Inasmuch as the normal tendency at this
period is nbout plus 03, this indicates effective minus 03 ten-
dencies. The approxiroBte position of the Hurricane is as in-
dicated on the map. These falling tendencies are apparently
caused by the proximity of this Low center, whose direction of
motion is as yet undetermined. At present the isallobaric dis-
tribution on the continent gives no indication as to the probable
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The general pressure distribution remains unchanged.
A building up of effective tendencies over New :ingland of plus
01 has persisted for two tendency periods. Minus 04 tendencies
along the coast of I aryland and iennsylvania indicate a condi-
tion for retreat of the 5Tont lying along this region, to the
Northward • Kotice that this is the same development that ap-
peared in the first series as vvell as the effectively falling















The High Pressure area continues to build up slowly
over Northern jrew iSngland at the rate of etpproximately plus 01
every three hours
•
The falling tendencies along the southern Atlantic
Coast continue to fall effectively at the approximate rate of
minus 03, N'ote the character of the general falling tenden-
cies along the South Atlantic CJOost, There is no area of con-
centrated falls which might indicate a point towards which the
hurricane might be expected to progress, rather there is a gen-
eral fall prevailing which indicates its apx;roach but not its
path*
The area of rising tendencies centered over Northern
Indiana and Illinois indicate a continued motion of this por-
tion of the Front to the South iilastward.
The marked falling tendencies in advance of the Front
in the Rooky Tiountain region and the slight rises behind it, in-
dicate a rapid motion of this front to the Eastward The move-,
ments of these two fronts indicate a transport of air masses
across the United states from West to Uast. This, coupled with
the rising pressure over New England would seem to indicate at
present, a general opposition to the approaching hurricane.
This general conclusion is i^irther strengthened by ref-
erence to the previous series. In that series we observed a
generally stagnant condition over the United states vvith a quasi-
stationary front over the central states and eonparatively little











The general tendencies along the South Atlantic Coast
continue to fall, effectively minus 03. The absence of concen-
trated falls continues to be noticed.
The movements of the two fronts occurred as anticipated
and the same condition prevails for the continuation of the
movement of the ^/estern x^ront.
This map shows that the trough, originally centered
over rissouri has filled and now the pressure situation over
the .astern United .jtates is becoming very flat.
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Here again there is little change in the rate of devel-
opment. That is J the falling terxdencles along the south Atlan-
tic Coast continue at the s?*me rate and in the same general re-
gion* The rapidly moving front over the Hocky Mountains con-
tinues .astward. The : orthen}!igh continues to build up slowly
as can be seen from the plus 02 dashed isallobar which indicates






























The dotted minus 02 isallobar along the south Atlantic
Coast indicates a contin ation of the saiae general falling ten-
dencies. The tendencies for the past three hours, howev^^r, show
a slight increase in the rate of fall at Ilatteras, from an effec-
tive minus 03 to an effective minus 05 at this one statioiw The
area in the vicinity of Hatteras also showi; a small increase in
the rate of fall amounting to about minus 01. as before, the
isallobars arrange themselves parallel to this section of the
coast without any marked concentration.
The rate of change of the pressure distribution over the
United states ronains practically steady, that is, the »Vostern
i'ront moves Eastward at a steady and rapid rate and the Northern
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Here we see the isobar ic system of the hurricane def-
initely movi g on to the coast. The direction of motion of the
hurricane has been in a general North Westerly direction, i.e.,
perpendicular to the minus 03 isallobar which has been running
along the South Atlantic Coast, this of course shows the motion
to have been along the isallobaric gradient 7/hich is as expect-
ed. Cn this map the dashed tendencies at Hattaras and v/ilming-
ton are effectively minus 08, while at Charleston and Savannah,
the effective tendencies are minus 04. This indicates that the
isallobaric gradient is in a line from the center of the hurri-
cane toward a point somewhere between Hatteras and Ailmington.
Therefore, we should expect its motion, at present, to be in
this direction.
Having decided upon the direction of motion of the dis-
turbance, we will consider the general pressure system on the
continent. Effective dashed tendencies over Maine are plus 04,
over southern Hew .England plus 02, and the area to the north of
the Atlantic Front are plus 01. The Rocky iVountain front shows
continued Eastward advance. The area orth of the Middle states
Front shows indications of a slow fall in tendency values. The
pressure gradient, however, continues to be very flat, so we
can compute no motion. At the present moment no further deduc-
tions regardinf^ future developments can be made.
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Considering the isallobaric distributions for the two
periods available on this map, it is evident that the dotted
isallobars show maximum fall in the vicinity of vjilmington,
while the dashed isallobars show the maxinium fall to be in the
vicinity of Hatteras. This indicates a change in the direction
of the isallobaric gradient, hence a change in the direction of
motion of the center of the disturbance. Now, at 1400, 15 Sep-
tember, the isallobaric gradient lies in a line extending: be-
tween Hatteras and Gape Henry, thus indicating a change in di-
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The point of maxiimom fall for both the dotted and dashed
Isallobars is at Hatteras. There are no corresponding tendency
falls at any of the other observing stations. This shows that
the isallobaric gradients are not progressing inland and bears
out our determination on the previous map of a northerly direc-
tion of motion of the Hurricane* ^e also find a corner in the
tendency characteristic at .vilmington which indicetes that
lower and lower isobars have ceased crossing this station and
its pressure is now rising, stations to the aouth of vilming-
ton, on the coast are behaving similarly, therefore the center
of low pressure is moving away frora .ilmington and since it
is South of Hatteras, we can definitely say that the Hurricane
will not pass inland south of Hatteras and its motion at pres-
ent is directed Northerly* In addition the area of effective-
ly rising tendencies of between plus 01 and plus 02 over ves-
tern I^orth Carolina and western Virginia including Baltimore
would indicate that the Hurricane will not pass inland over
this area. On the other banc', there is an area of effective
minus 01 tendencies north of the Atlantic j'ront along the en-
tire coast which indicates a general area of falling pressures
in that direction, i'his strengthens the determination of a con-
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Looking over the isallobaric distribution on this map
we see that Iiatteras reports the maximum fall for both periods.
The area of large falls continues to be to the liorth of Hat-
teras along the north Atlantic coast. On the last map this
area showed an effective tendency of minus 01. I'or the period
2000 to 2300 (dotted isallobars) it shows about an effective
minus 03, and for the period 2300 to 0200 (dashed isallobars)
an effective minus 05. This increase in the rate of fall ex-
tends up the coast as far North as Nantucket. To the west the
falls are loss for both periods. Comparing this isallobaric
gradient v^ith those of the past maps it follows that we should
expect that the hurricane will not travel farther westward,
and that any future change in its direction of motion will be
to the Eastward of its present northerly course. The r/estern
Front continues to move rapidly Kastward and with the general
falling tendencies over Mew i^ngland, we conclude that the High
over this region is moving off the map, in advance of the two
approaching low pressure systems.
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The center of the disturbance passed Hatteras as shown
by the barograph charact'iristic end the isallobaric gradient
shows definitely its ^creneral direction of motion. The minus
(dotted) isallobaric center of fall is at llatteras, the dashed
isallobaric center of fall has now moved off the coast. Notice
that the magnitude of the falls at Uorf oik and Cape Henry are
decidedly less than those previously shown at Hatteras. This
indicates without question that the isallobaric gradient is
continuing to move to the right, away frcsn. the coast and the
disturbance, in following this gradient will move away, rather
than towards the continent.
Heretofore in this series no computations of velocities
have been iniade because of the general condition. Specifically,
lack of observing stations along the Atlantic Front, very
slight pressure gradient about the Middle States Front and of
course in the Hocky fountain region, the fictitious pressures
would be expected to give unsatisfactory results.
KOX7 the Vsostern Front has moved so far eastward that
the pressures in the trou{^,h represent the real surface gradient,
but the scarcity of observing stations in the area of the
Northern Great lakes Region makes the true gradient still ques-
tionable. Motice that there are three isobars faired in between
Duluth and Liscanaba. Therefore, any computations made along the
Northern section of this front would not be expected to be any
more valid than the assuraed isobaric gradient, such conditions
show the limitations of the use of this numerical nethod. How-
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ever, qualltetive analysis by consideration of the principles
of these methods is always possible and will yield consistent
results*
Choosing Point G on the Front as the Morthermiiost
point at which the pressure gradient as drawn is reliable, we
compute the velocity of this point along the line AB. AB is
drawn roughly parallel to the S9.70 isobar to the 7;est of the
Front.
Filling in the Frontal formula






Extrapolating this velocity along AB for 12 hours we get
This ag^rees nicely ?iith the position of the front 12 hours hence.
Hote that the unit h is eoual to the distance CD, the distance
between unit isobars along the axis. This computation shows
that the rapid motion of the Western Front will continue. The
warm sector shows an occluding velocity along the warm sector








h is the distance GBf i«©», th^ distance between unit isobars
along the axis*
This computation tells us that tho top of the warm
sector will occlude rapidly. *ve can not coEipute the occlud-
ing velocity along the 29*90 isobar because the isobar does
not run syinnetrically with the fronts. See the assumptions
in K and DP in the derivation of the occluding formula. The
isobars be in^;^ roughly parallel to the Southern i>ortion of the
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The largest dotted tendency fall is shown at Cape Henry
and the largest dashed fall reported is at New York; Hatteras
shows the largest tendency rises for both periods. The hurri-
cane continues to move along the anticipated general direction
with no Indication of a change in that direction taking place.
Likewise, the moveraent of the vestern front, now in the central
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l^ere being no area of concentration of falling isallo-
bars alon^f^ the Atlantic Coast to the north of the liXirricane, it
continues to reraain apparent that the disturbance will continue
its trend to the eastward.
Computing the velocity of Point C alonf> line A B, we get,
using the frontal velocity formula:
Likewise, ccaaputing the velocity of D along G E, we get:
Jji- - o
These two computations, extrapolated for 12 hours give
points S and T respectively. This shoY/s good a^^reement with the
observed movement.
The axes are chosen to roughly parallel the isobars behind
the front, h being the distances between unit isobars along the
axis from the center points, C and D to the next higher isobars,






















Ccmrputing the velocity of Point C on the Front we get;
Likewise for Point D, we get:
IS- - o
h
These velocities, extrapolated for 12 hours give Points
S and T respectively, in good agreement with the actual velocity
of the li'ront.
As far as the hurricane is concerned, we see that the
area of largest reported falling tendencies continues to be around
Lons Island and Southern New England; the rises are in the Norfolk-
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Ccxaputins velocity of the Front q± Point C:~
r j^ - o
^»
Similarly for Point D:-
h
Giving Points S and T respectively for the position of
these points on the BTont 12 hours later.
On the past several maps the major, western section of
this front has been exposed to a very weak isoharic gradient with
the isobars running roxighly parallel to the front; this, of
course, indicates little movement and computations become imprac-
tical •
The past siz hours have apparently broupiht no change in
the direction of motion of the hurricane. The Block Island -
Nantucket area continues to report the largest minus tendencies





















This map Is an example of a situation where numerical
computations are not practical. Let us first analyze the ten-
dencies along the front runnia^; from Baltimore, northward. We
can not accept the tendencies as reported for the previous three
hours as representative of the actual instantaneous tendency at
the present time. As reported, they are composed first of a
rising tendency due to the northeastward movement of the hurri-
cane end then to a fallin^^ tendency due to the approach of the
front. It then becomes impossible to decide upon the magnitude
of the fall associated with the front* s approach. This is true
about as far north as New Haven. North of that point they may
be accepted as more nearly representative. Here, however, we
begin to be hampered by scarcity of reports which prevents us from
drawing the accurate representation of the pressure and tendency
gradients. The importance of the true gradients becomes appar-
ent when we remember that in calculatinc*^ the movement of the
front we are basing our predictions on the magnitude of the gradi-
ent at an individual point.
Immediately West of this front in its Northern section the
reported tendencies are a combination of pressure changes due to
the frontal passage within the tendency period and changes due to
the proximity of the hurricane. Here a^ain it becomes impossible
to dra?/ isallobars that will represent the true instantaneous ten-
dency.
Turning our attention to the front over L'ichigan, we can
feel fairly sure that the isallobars as faired in behind the front




reports makes the drawing of both isobars and issillobars problem-
atical. In fact, it can be seen that the minus 08 isallobar is
based upon a single report at Detroit and the characteristic at
this station makes it even more doubtful. Here again the iso-
baric gradient will have an enormous effect on the result.
We can, of course, get some idea of the icovements of these
fronts from a qualitative point of view. Along the northern sec-
tion of^ the Eastern front with falls on both sides of the front
and the isobars ccsaparatively parallel to the front, we should ex-
pect little motion. South of Nev? Haven, however, we realize that
the actual falls in advsmce of the front are larger than reported,
and that the isobars shoT? a stronger component perpendicular to the
front.. This leads us to expect a bulging out in this section.
AlVong the East-West section of this same front the gradients, both
isobaric and isallobaric, are slight and the motion will be small.
The front over Michigan has large rising tendencies to the
Northwest and falling tendencies to the Eastward. in its Southern
section the gradient again becomes much less. The combination
will produce a bulging out similar to that of the Eastern front.
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The sane general situation likewise holds for this map,
imposing the same limitations upon numerical computations of
frontal velocities. "Hie effective rising dotted and dashed is-
allobars centered over Kscanaba and Marquette show less intensity
than the corresponding rises on the previous map, hence we should
expect the velocity of the front over the Lake region to decrease,
since the falls preceding this front are of about the sane magni-
tude as those before. The ?/estern Fronts have active falls in ad-
vance of them and with the corresponding rises behind the Western-
most, we anticipate rapid movement of this sj^em to the eastward.
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tTtie hurricane now having passed sufficiently far to the
northeastward for its influence no longer to be shown in the ten-
dencies reported in advance of the front over Pennsylvania and New
York, we will attempt some computations of the movement of the
front in this area. We realize that there is only a small section
where computations can be made, but if our interpretations are
reasonably accurate, the results should give a fairly true estimate
of the movenent in this section*
Drawing: an axis A B and fillinc in our formula, we get:
e -_ - -ZL-Ll-llli--— - -?:- ^ ^ A,
taking the movement for 12 hours or 4 periods, we get:
4 6 ^ >-">S*
Applyinfj this movement along our axis, we get the point S.
Starting at the point C, the distance frcia this point to
the 29.80 isobar is our basic h. The distance from the point C to
the 29.60 isobar is 1.6 times this length. In ^In^, along the
axis in the usual positive direction from point C, we are going to-
a p
ward lower pressure, hence ^—- is negative and the value
becomes - 11- . Going from the T>oint C toward B we go from low
to higher press^ire which is positive, but we are <toing alon/? the









Multiplying by 4 to obtain the 12 hour movement, we get 2.4 h which
gives us the point T as the predicted location 12 hours hence.
The remarks made above relative to the si^ns of the members
apply here also. Ilie basic his the distance alon;:^ the E G axis
between the point D and the 29.90 isobar.
Drawing the axis Z K and proceeding as before we get:
1.1 h ^ ^
Multiplying by 4 we get 2 h as the 12 hour displacement,
and laying it off we arrive at the point W.
These S points, W, S, and T now represent the predicted
location of this section of the front 12 hours hence, a reference
to map 22 shows that these points represent a fair mean of the














The computations on the previous map having shown the
velocity of the Tront over Pennsylvania until it passes off the
coast and the quasi-stationary front alonj; the East West line
showing no activity, j^ we turn our attention to the system of
Fronts moving over the Rocky fountains • as yet 'tc maj'- not at-
tempt calculations because of the altitude of the reporting sta-
tions in this area, but we can see that the concentration of
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The Western system of Fronts continues to be the dominat-
ing factor on the map. rhe same remarks as those on the previous
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The warm front passing through Minneapolis has now reached
a region where the isobaric gradient approaches that of the true
surface gradient and we would expect to be able to compute the
velocity of this front. Attempting to compute this velocity, we
get a very slow motion as a result.
Referrinc: to the map twelve hours hence, we find our dis-
placement entirely too small. For example, computation of point C
along A B gives:
hi
hours the displacement is found to be .4 h off the point S. Similar
computations of points D and U alon>«5 the axes of their warm sector
isobars will give similarly too small results.
The question arises as to the cause of this error. Ob-
viously the isobaric gradient should be reasonably correct, there-
fore the fault must like in the values of the tendencies used.
Glancing at the dashed isallobars in advance and rear of this Front,
we see that there are many faired in between relatively few report-
ing stations. Especially in the rear of the front, the locations
of these isallobars as drawn in becomes very questionable. The ar-
rangement of the reporting stations {^ives no clue to their paths.
The isallobars shown on the map were faired in as being the most
reasonable. This arrangement is obviously incorrect. Rearrange-
ment of these isallobars would give radically different results.
The fault lies, not with the method, but i:?ith the scarcity of re-




small, the true tendency values could have been c4.oser approxi-
mated, but In this instance, in the warm sector behind this Front
on which we have made our calculations, we have, north of the
29,70 isobar, only four reporting stations in the entire region
and the gradient lies between minus 11 and Biinuc 02. Therefore,
the arrangement of the i sal lobars being the cause of our error in
computations, this demonstration should serve as an example of the
necessity of sufficient reports to determine the true isallobars
and that for larj^e isallobaric gradients more report in^? stations
are needed than in the regions repa* ting more nearly uniform ten-
dencies. It is obvious that the ^eater the number of reporting
stations on the map, the more reliable should be our results in
the use of this method. Hence, in steep isallobaric gradient
situations, definite arrangement of the isallobars Is most essen-
tial.
Looking at the isallobaric system in advance of this warm
front and that behind the Westernmost Front, we see large falls in
advance and large rises behind this system of th^ee Fronts. Al-
thou^ calculations are unsuccessful, as mentioned, we can see
qualitatively that the entire system is subject to a rapid advance,
that is, the numerator of any velocity formula across this area
would be very large because of this large difference in tendencies.
In addition the rapidly falling tendencies betv/een the Fronts indi-
cate rapid occlusion.
Therefore, combining general conditions with individual














The situation procuresses evenly and the general condition
remains unchanged on the ensuing maps which are inserted for pur-
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The dotted line represents the path of the hurricane, the
encircled crosses are the reported positions of the center at the
times indicated alonf^sidCt The date is underscored in all
cases. The areas of largest negative tendencies are indicated
by F. The times shown indicate the three hour period ending at
that time. Thus, F IjS 11, 14 would mean that the area of
largest fall was at the point indicated for the tendency periods
ending at 1100 and at 1400 on the 16th. By comparing the dates,
one can determine the area of falling pressure at any time as the
hurricane progressed. Rote the manner in which the area marked
F rotated in advance of the center of the hurricane, thereby in-
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Practical application of Petterssens ki
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